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INTERMEDIATE RIESZ SPACES

J. QUINN

A Riesz space E will be defined to be intermediate with
respect to the Riesz space L if L can be embedded in £ as a
Riesz subspace L * in such a way that the elements of E are both
the infimum and the supremum of elements in LΛ The main
objectives of this paper are to investigate the extendability of
certain order convergence properties from a Riesz space to its
intermediate spaces and to compare the prime ideal structure of
a Riesz space to the prime ideal structure of its intermediate
spaces.

With regards to the first objective, one of the most useful inter-
mediate Riesz spaces investigated is the order cauchy completion. The
sequence {xn} in L is order cauchy provided there exists yn j 0 in L
such that, for m ^ rc, |JCΠ - xm | ̂  yn. L is order cauchy complete
provided every order cauchy sequence converges. The order cauchy
completion of L is a Riesz space L ~c which is intermediate with respect
to L and each of whose elements is both the supremum of a countable
subset of L and the infimum of a countable subset of L. It is shown
that such properties as the Egoroff property, the diagonalization prop-
erty, and regularity are possessed by L if and only if possessed by
L~oc. This result is shown to be, in some sense, the best possible
result. With regards to the second objective, if E is intermediate with
respect to L and if / is an ideal in L then by I(E) is denoted the ideal in
E generated by /. L has the prime extension property with respect to
E if P(E) is prime in E whenever P is a prime in L. One of the central
results implies that L has the prime extension property with respect to
E if and only if whenever eu e2 E E+ are such that e, Λ e2 = 0 there exist
y,, y 2 GL with y, ̂  e{ and y2 = e2 such that y, Λ y2 = 0.

If an Archimedean Riesz space L is order separable, then it is
known that its Dedekind completion LΛ is order separable as
well. Even more, order convergence in L and LΛ are (under these
circumstances) very strongly related in the sense that if {JCΠ}CLΛ is a
sequence in LΛ such that xn | 0 then there exists a sequence {yn}CL
with yn i 0 such that, for each n, xn ^ yn. These two facts were used in
[4] to show that the diagonal property extends from an order separable
Archimedean Riesz space to its Dedekind completion. These same
facts were used in [16] to obtain analagous results for several other
order convergence properties. Some studies along a different vein in
[13] and [8] involved comparing the prime ideal structure or the band
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structure of an Archimedean Riesz space with the corresponding
structure in its Dedekind completion. The property that the Dedekind
completion LΛ of an Archimedean Riesz space L has which made the
above comparisons possible is the property that L can be embedded in
LΛ in such a way that each of LΛ's elements is both the infimum and
supremum of elements in L's embedded copy. It seems reasonable to
suppose, therefore, that comparisons as were made in [8] and [13] can
be made for any two Riesz spaces which are related in this way. With
respect to the problem of obtaining a coherent theory for the extendabil-
ity of order convergence properties from a Riesz space to one contain-
ing it, one would at least want to assume that the two Riesz spaces are
related in the manner mentioned above. However, it should also be
clear that the Dedekind completion of an Archimedean Riesz space is in
general not very appropriate for this kind of a study especially when the
order convergence properties being considered are sequential in nature.

In the sequel, the Riesz space E will be defined to be intermediate
with respect to the Riesz space L if L can be embedded in E as a Riesz
subspace L * in such a way that the elements of E are the infimum and
the supremum of elements in L # . As already mentioned, our main
objectives are to investigate the extendability of certain order con-
vergence properties from a Riesz space to its intermediate spaces and to
compare the prime ideal structure of a Riesz space to the prime ideal
structure of its intermediate spaces. The main results pertaining to the
former objective are to be found in §6. The main results pertaining to
the latter objective are in §10. In §1, we define the concept of an
intermediate Riesz space and discuss the general theory of such
spaces. The concept of the intermediate completion of a Riesz space is
also introduced here. The discussion concerning the intermediate
completion is very brief since the basic theory can be extracted from
several papers on lattice ordered groups. Section 2 is used to introduce
three intermediate Riesz spaces of particular interest, one of which (the
order cauchy completion) is the intermediate Riesz space most approp-
riate for investigating the extendabiltiy of sequential order convergence
properties.

The approach used to establish the existence and uniqueness of
these spaces is a very general one and does not give much insight into
their structure. To a large extent this could be remedied by appeal to
the literature. However, not every property we need to establish can
be so obtained (at least not conveniently). The theory of upper and
lower elements contained in §§3 and 4, which is reminiscent of that
theory to be found in §60 of [9, Note XVIA], not only provides all the
structure results obtainable from the literature but in addition provides
several other results which are both interesting in themselves and are
needed to obtain some of our main results in §§6 and 10.
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Sections 5 and 7 are totally given over to examples. Section 8
gives sufficient conditions in terms of certain projection properties for
the order cauchy completion of an Archimedean Riesz space to be
Dedekind complete or Dedekind-<τ-complete. One of these results is
particularly important for one of the main results in §10. In §9 we give
two interesting applications to the theory of topological vector lattices
of some of the concepts considered previous to this section.

1. Intermediate Riesz spaces. In this section we will
define and discuss briefly the general concept of an intermediate Riesz
space. In conjunction with this discussion we will discuss the concept
and theory of the intermediate completion of an arbitrary Riesz space.

DEFINITION 1.1. Let L be a Riesz space. The Riesz space E is
said to be intermediate with respect to L if there exists a Riesz
isomorphism φ embedding L as a Riesz subspace of E such that, for
each e G £ ,

e = sup{φ(jc): JC E L, φ(x) ̂  e} = inf {φ(x): x E L, φ(x) ̂  e}.

The Riesz isomorphism φ will be referred to as an intermediate
embedding.

The MacNeille conditional completion of a partially ordered set as
applied to a vector lattice L (we denote L's completion by LΛ) consists
of the cuts [A, B] in L such that A ^ φ and B/ φ (see [12]). L can be
very naturally embedded in LΛ and, assuming this has been done, each
element x in LΛ has the form Jc = sup{x E L :x ^x} =
inf{y E L : y ^ JC}. In general, LΛ fails to be a vector lattice (indeed, it
is a vector lattice if and only if L is Archimedean). Everett [5]
introduced (for lattice ordered groups) a related space which tends to
correct this shortcoming. For a more complete discussion of Everett's
space than that contained in [5], the reader is referred to [3]. To obtain
Everett's extension we begin with L\ It was proved in [5, Th. 6, p.
115] that the element JC in LΛ has an additive inverse if and only if
mί{b - a :b,a E L with b ^ JC and a ^ x) = 0. The Everett extension
L* of L then is taken to be the set of all elements of LΛ which have an
additive inverse. It is not difficult to see that L* is a vector lattice
which is intermediate with respect to L.

We make a definition.

DEFINITION 1.2. Let L be a Riesz space. The Riesz space K is
said to be an intermediate completion of L if the following conditions
are satisfied:

(i) K is intermediate with respect to L.
(ii) If A is any bounded above subset of K and U is the set of all
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upper bounds for A then sup A exists in K if and only if inf{w -a:
w G l / a n d α E Λ } = 0.

We have already seen that intermediate completions exist, since the
Everett extension is such a space.

In fact, using standard techniques, the following proposition can be
established.

PROPOSITION 1.3. Let L be a Riesz space and let Lx and L2 be
intermediate completions of L. Furthermore, let φx and φ2 be inter-
mediate embeddings of L into L, and L2, respectively. Then, there
exists a Riesz isomorphism ψofLx onto L2 such that ψlφ^L) = φ2

oφV

COROLLARY 1.4. Every Riesz space has a unique up to lattice
isomorphism intermediate completion.

In the sequel, we will denote the intermediate completion of a Riesz
space L by L*. We will denote the Dedekind completion of an
Archimedean Riesz space L by L\ The reader should keep in mind
that if L is Archimedean then L* = L\

It is easy to see that if the Riesz space E is intermediate with
respect to the Riesz space L then JE* is an intermediate completion for
L and hence E* = L*. The following is an immediate consequence of
this fact and Proposition 1.3.

COROLLARY 1.5. Let L be a Riesz space. The Riesz space E is
intermediate with respect to L if and only if E is Riesz isomorphic to a
Riesz sub space E' of L* such that L Cf i 'CL*.

Thus, intermediate Riesz spaces can be thought of as spaces which
"lie between" a given Riesz space and its intermediate completion.

2. Some specific intermediate spaces. There are three
specific intermediate Riesz spaces in addition to the intermediate
completion already discussed which we need to consider. The first of
these we will call the intermediate-cr-completion.

DEFINITION 2.1. Let L be a Riesz space. The Riesz space K will
be called an intermediate-σ-completion of L if the following conditions
are satisfied.

(i) K is intermediate with respect to L.
(ii) If A is any bounded above countable subset of K and U is the

set of all upper bounds for A then sup A exists in K if and only if
inf{w - a : u E U and a E A} = 0.

(iii) There exists an intermediate embedding φ of L into K such
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that if E is any subspace of K which satisfies (ii) and contains φ(L)
then E = K.

THEOREM 2.2. Every Riesz space L has a unique up to lattice
isomorphism intermediate-σ-completion.

Proof. We first note that L* is a Riesz space which satisfies
conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 2.1. Let φ be an intermediate
embedding of L into L* and let K be the intersection of all Riesz
subspaces of L* which contain φ(L) and satisfy condition (ii) of
Definition 2.1. Then K clearly satisfies all the conditions of Definition
2.1. Thus, intermediate-σ-completions exist. Now, suppose that K]

and K2 are intermediate-σ-completions of L and suppose that ττ] and ττ2

are intermediate embeddings of L into K} and K2, respectively, such
that condition (iii) of Definition 2.1 is satisfied. Let ττ\ and π2 be
intermediate embeddings of Kχ (respectively, K2) into K* (respectively,
Kf). Let φλ = IT\OITX and φ2 = π'2°π2. Since Kf = K* = L*, we can
apply Proposition 1.3 to obtain an isomorphism of Xf onto K% such
that ψlφ\{L) = ψ 2

o φ7 ι . It follows easily from the fact that condition
(iii) is satisfied for πx and π2 that

and

Hence, ι/f(τr',(K,)) = 772(K2). So, ττ2~
] ° ψ ° π\ is a Riesz isomorphism of

K, onto K2. The theorem is proved.
Condition (ii) of Definition 2.1 will reduce to K being Dedekind-σ -

complete in the event that L is Archimedean.

DEFINITION 2.3. Let L be an Archimedian Riesz space. The
Dedekind-σ-complete Riesz space K is said to be a Dedekind-σ-
completion for L if the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) K is intermediate with respect to L.
(ii) There exists an intermediate embedding φ of L into K such

that if φ(L) C E is a Dedekind-σ-complete Riesz subspace of K then

COROLLARY 2.4. Ei r̂y Archimedean Riesz space L has a unique
up to lattice isomorphism Dedekind-σ-completion.

The next intermediate Riesz space we wish to consider is the order
Cauchy completion.
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DEFINITION 2.5. Let L be a Riesz space. The sequence {xn} in L
is said to be order cauchy if there exists a sequence {zn} C L4 with zn j 0
such that, whenever m ^ n, \xn - xm | ^ zn where m, n = 1,2, , .

DEFINITION 2.6. The Riesz space L is said to be order cauchy
complete if every order cauchy sequence in L order converges to an
element of L.

The concept of an order cauchy sequence was first introduced in [5]
by C. J. Everett (he called this concept o-regular). His work was later
completed and extended by F. Papangelou in [14]. This next result is a
consequence of [14, Lemma 2.10, p. 86].

PROPOSITION 2.7. Let L be a Riesz space. The sequence {xn} in L
is order cauchy if and only if there exist sequences {xf

n} and {x"} in L with
Xn I ,X"n ΐ , X'n-X'n I 0 Qίld X '„' ̂  Xn ^ X 'n fθΓ Π = 1 , 2, ' , .

We will take the following as our definition of an order cauchy
completion.

DEFINITION 2.8. Let L be a Riesz space. The order cauchy
complete Riesz space K will be called an order cauchy completion of L
if the follwing conditions hold.

(i) K is intermediate with respect to L.
(ii) There exists an intermediate embedding φ of L into K such

that if φ(L) C E is an order cauchy complete Riesz subspace of K then
E = K.

It follows readily from Proposition 2.7 that the intermediate com-
pletion and the intermediate-σ-completion of a Riesz space L are order
cauchy complete. Using exactly the same techniques as were used in
the proof of Theorem 2.2, we can now establish the following:

THEOREM 2.9. Every Riesz space L has a unique up to lattice
isomorphism order cauchy completion.

Finally, we wish to discuss the concept of a relatively uniform
completion.

DEFINITION 2.10. Let L be a Riesz space. The sequence {xn} in
L is said to be relatively uniform cauchy if there exist an element
JC G L + and a sequence {λn} of real numbers with λn | 0 such that
ΛΠJC 1 0 and, for m ^ n, \xn - xn\^λnx where m, n = 1,2, , .
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DEFINITION 2.11. The Riesz space L is said to be relatively
uniform complete if every relatively uniform cauchy sequence in L has
an order limit in L.

It is clear that any order cauchy complete Riesz space is relatively
uniform complete. Thus, the intermediate completion, the
intermediate-σ-completion, and the order cauchy completion of a Riesz
space are all relatively uniform complete.

DEFINITION 2.12. Let L be a Riesz space. The relatively uni-
form complete Riesz space K is said to be a relatively uniform
completion for L if the following conditions are satisfied.

(i) K is intermediate with respect to L.
(ii) There exists an intermediate embedding φ of L into K such

that if φ(L) C E is a relatively uniform complete Riesz subspace of K
then E = K.

Again, using exactly the same techniques as were used in the proof
of Theorem 2.2, we can establish the following result.

THEOREM 2.13. Every Riesz space L has a unique up to lattice
isomorphism relatively uniform completion.

In the sequel, if L is a Riesz space, we will denote the intermediate-
σ-completion of L by L', the order cauchy completion of L by L~c, and
the relatively uniform completion of L by L~ru. We will continue to
denote the intermediate completion of L by L* and the Dedekind
completion of an Archimedean Riesz space L by LΛ. The notation L'
will be used as well to denote the Dedekind-σ-completion of L if L is
Archimedean. It is clear from the development of this section that L ~u

is intermediate with respect to L,L~OC is intermediate with respect to
both L~ru and L,Lf is intermediate with respect to L~c, L~ru and L, and
L* is intermediate with respect tρ all of the forementioned spaces.

3. Spaces which lie between two Riesz spaces. We
begin this section by establishing a technical lemma which we need.

LEMMA 3.1. Let E be a Riesz space and D C E+. Then D is the
generating positive cone for a Riesz subspace D' = D - D of E if and
only if D satisfies the following conditions:

Let JC,,JC 2 GD

(a) JC, + JC2 E D ,
(b) x{ g x2 then x2 - x] E D,
(c) OED,
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(d) either x] v x2 or x, A X2 is in D,
(e) if a > 0 is a real number then ax} E E.

Before proving this lemma, we note that the standard lattice
identity, jc + y=Jcvy+JCΛy, combined with conditions (a) and (b)
implies that if either x, VJC2 or JCI ΛJC2 is in D then both are in D.

Proof. From conditions (a), (c) and (e) it follows that D' is a
subspace of E. It is not difficult to show that the addition of condition
(b) enables us to establish that the partial order on D' induced by D
coincides with that inherited from E (i.e., E+ Π D' = D). To establish
that D' is a Riesz subspace of E with positive generating cone D we
need now only show that if x E Ό' then x+ = (x v 0)(in E) is in D and
combine this with what we have already pointed out (this suffices by
virtue of [11, Th. 11.5(v) p. 56]). To this end, let JC = y, - y2 be in D'
where y,, y 2 E D . It follows from [11, Th. 11.8, p. 58] that x+=
(yi " y:)+ = y\ v y2- y2 (in E). By conditions (d) and (b) we have
y i v y2 - y2 E D. The lemma is proved.

Throughout the remainder of this section L will denote a Riesz
space and E will denote a Riesz space which is intermediate with
respect to L. For convenience, we will assume that L is a Riesz
subspace of E such that for each e E E we have

e = inf {JC E L: x ^ e} = sup{y E L: y ^e}.

We make the following definitions:

DEFINITIONS 3.2. (i) We will say that an element e E E+ is a lower
element if there exists a sequence {JCΠ}CL such that xn I e (in E).

(ii) We will say that an element e E E+ is an upper element if there
exists a sequence {xπ}CL+ such that xn f e (in E).

(iii) We will say that an element e E £ + is sequentially reachable
from L if there exists a sequence {jcn}CL+ such that xn —>e (in E).

(iv) We will say that an element e E E+ is sequentially symmetric
with respect to L if it is both an upper element and a lower element.

Let /(L, £ ) , w(L, £ ) , s(L, £ ) , and or(L, E) denote, respectively, the
set of all lower elements, upper elements, sequentially reachable
elements, forementioned sequentially symmetric elements in E.

Consider, for the time being, the subspace of E generated by
u(L,E) (i.e., iι(L,JE)-iι(L,E)). First of all we show that /(L,E)C
w(L, E) - M(L, E). TO this end, let e E /(L, E). Then there exists a
sequence {xn}CL+ such that xn I e (in E) for n = l,2, ,. Let
y π = x , - x n , for n = 1,2,3, ,. Then 0^y n f jt, — e which implies
that x{-e Eu(L,E) and hence that e E w(L,E)- w(L,E).
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We clearly have that if x,y Eu(L,E) then x v y Gu(L,E). We
wish to show now that M(L, E) - u(L, E) is a Riesz subspace of E under
the partial ordering induced by E. To see this all we need to note is
that if D = E+n[u(LyE)-u(LyE)] then D - D = u(L,E)- w(L, E)
and D satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 3.1.

We now wish to establish that /(L, E ) - /(L, E) =
u(L,E)-u(L,E). We have already seen that /(L, E ) - /(L, E) C
u(L,E)—u(L,E). Let x E u(LyE). Then there exists a sequence
{xπ}CL+ such that xπ f JC for n = 1,2, ,. Since JC E E+, there exists
a y E L + such that y ^ JC. If y = x we are done. Assume, therefore,
that y>x. Then, {y-jcn}CL+ and y - x n | y - x for n =
1,2, •••,. Thus, y - x E / ( L , E ) which implies that J C E / ( L , E ) -
/(L,E).

We have established the following therem.

THEOREM 3.3. For any L and £, u(L,E)- w(L, E) =
/(L, £ ) - / ( L , E). Furthermore, w(L, E ) - M ( L , £) is a Riesz subspace
of E.

REMARK 3.4. Since cr(L, E) = «(L, E) Π /(L, E), it is easy to see
that the following held:

(i) If /(L, E) C w(L, E), then σ(L, E) = /(L, E).
(ii) If w(L,E)C/(L,E), then σ(L,E) = u{L,E).
(iii) If w(L, E) = /(L, E), then σ(L, E) = w(L, E) = /(L, E).

THEOREM 3.5. Let L σ ( L £ ) = σ-(L,E)-σ{L,E). Then LσiLmE) is a
Riesz subspace ofE with generating positive cone σ{L, E ) ; and, if xn —» x
(in Lσ{UE)) for n = 1,2, , there exists a sequence {yn}CL+ with yn j 0
5wc/ι that \x - xn\^yn for n = 1,2, ,.

Proof. To show that Lσ(UE) is a Riesz subspace of E with
generating positive cone σ(L,E) we need only show that σ(L,E)
satisfies conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) of Lemma 3.1. Conditions
(a), (c), (d) and (e) are all obvious, hence, all we need to show is
condition (b). To this end, let i , , i 2 E σ ( L , £ ) with X I ^ J C 2 . Let {x]

n}
and {JC }̂ be sequences in L + such that x2

n I x2 (in E) and xι

n f JC, (in E)
for n = 1,2, •,. Then, x2

n-xl | x2-X\ for n = 1,2, •,. Similarly,
let {yi} and {ŷ } be sequences in L + such that yι

n I x, and y2

n f x2 for
n = 1,2, •,. Then, (y2

n- yx

n)
+ | x 2-Xj. This says that x2 —Xι is both

an upper and a lower element and hence is in σ(L, E) . Thus condition
(b) of Lemma 3.1 is satisfied by σ(L,E) and we have established that
LσiL,E) = <r(L,E) — σ(L,E) is a Riesz subspace of E with generating
positive cone or(L, E) .
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For the remainder of the proof we need only show that if {xn} is any
sequence in σ(L,E) = L^ L E ) such that xn j 0 for n = 1,2, •••, then
there exists a sequence {yn}CL+ with yn=xn and yn J, 0 for n =
1,2, •••,. Since {xn}Cσ(L, E), for each n, there exists a sequence
{zn,m, m = 1,2, ,}CL+ such that zπ,m | mxn. Letting % = inf^/^z,-,,,}
for n = 1,2, , it is routine to show that yn j 0 and satisfies the desired
conditions. The theorem is proved.

The next theorem provides us with some further insight into the
relationships between the sets u(L,E) and /(L,E).

THEOREM 3.6. If either u(L, E) or /(L, E) is the generating posi-
tive cone of a Riesz subspace of E, then both u(L, E) and l(L,E) are
generating positive cones and in fact M(L, E) = /(L, E) - σ(L, E).

Proof. Suppose that u(L,E) is a generating positive cone for
u(L,E)-u(L,E). By virtue of Theorem 3.3, we have l(L,E)C
[u(L,E)-u(L,E)]+ = u(L,E) and by Remark 3.4 this implies that
/(L, E) = σ(L, E). Hence, /(L, E) is the generating positive cone of
the Riesz subspace LσiLmE) of E. Since /(L, E) — /(L, E) =
M(L, £ ) - M(L, £ ) , we see that cr(L, £ ) = /(L, E) = M(L, E). The case
when l(L,E) is the generating positive cone for a Riesz subspace of E
follows in exactly the same manner by interchanging the roles of
u(L,E) and l(L,E) in the above argument. The theorem is proved.

We have established thus far that there are Riesz subspaces of E
which are naturally associated with the sets σ(L,E), u(L,E) and
1{L,E) (namely, LσiUE) = σ(L,E)- σ(L,E) and u(L,E)-u(L,E) =
/(L, E) - /(L, E)). It is evident that the same is true for the set s(L, E)
since it is clearly a generating positive cone for a Riesz subspace of
E. From now on we will denote u(L,E)-u(L,E) by LM(L£) and
s(L,E)-s(L,E) by LsiLmE). We will of course continue to denote
σ ( L , E ) - σ ( L , E ) by Lσ{UE).

Since Lσ(LE), LM(L,£) and LS(LE) are again Riesz spaces and since E is
again intermediate with respect to each of these spaces, we can consider
such spaces as

etc. For the time being we will not concern ourselves with any of the
"higher order" spaces except those obtained by repeated application of
the 4 V operation.
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To be more precise, let a be a countable ordinal. We define the
family {Ls~iLM)}]^a<n(Ω = first uncountable ordinal) by

(ϋ) LS- ( L ( £ )= Uβ<βLsβ(L,E), for a a limit ordinal;
(ill) L S

REMARK 3.7. If cl(L, E) denotes the closure of L in the order
topology on E, it is easily seen that, for each 1 ̂  a < Ω, LS«(L<£) C
cl(L,E) (just note first that the ' V operation corresponds to taking
pseudo order closures and use the theory in [11, p. 82]). Furthermore,
a standard argument of set theory will establish that cl(L, E) =
U^α<ΩLS°(UE). In Particular, this implies that cl(L,E) is a Riesz
subspace of E.

At this point we would like to introduce one additional class of
spaces.

DEFINITION 3.8. Let L be a Riesz space and let E be a Riesz
space which is intermediate with respect to L. The element e E E+ will
be called a relatively uniform reachable element of E if there exist a
sequence {JCΠ}CL+, a sequence {λn}CR+ and an x E L+ such that
λnx i 0 and, for each n = 1,2, , |jcn - e\^ λnx.

We will denote by ru(L, E) the set of all elements of E+ which are
relatively uniform reachable from L.

REMARK 3.9. For any L and E, ru{U E) C σ(L, E). To see this,
let e E E+ and let {xn} and {λπ} be sequences in L+ and /?+, respectively,
such that \xn- e\^λnx 1 0 for some x E L+. Then, for each n, - λnx
^e - xn ^ λnx and hence xπ - λnx ^ e ^ xn + λnx. For each n, let zί,
and z'n' be defined by z!, = inf,s/i§,, {*,•+Afx} and z',ί =
supisjs,, {(JC, - λ,jc)+}. Then {z'n} and {z'ή} are sequences in L+ such that
z'n I e and zϊ | ^ Hence, e<Ξσ(L,E).

It is clear that ΓM(L, E) is the generating positive cone for a Riesz
subspace of E. We let LΓW(LE) = ra(L, E) - ru(L, E). For each count-
able ordinal α, one defines the spaces Lim)°iUE) in the same way that the
spaces LS°(UE) were previously defined.

LEMMA 3.10. For any L and E,Lσ\UE) = Lσ{UE).

Proof. Let e E E be in σ(Lσ ( L.E ), E) . Then, there exist sequences
{*;,} and {x }̂ in σ(L,E) such that JCJ, 1 e and JC" f e. Since JC^E
σ(L,E) there exists, for each n, a sequence {xr

n,m} in L + such that
x'n.m i mX'n- Similarly, for each n, there exists a sequence {x'im} in L +

such that xu

n,m ΐ mJc'« Let. for each n,zi and z" be defined by z |,=
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infMsn {x'i,n} and z" = sup,^^ {x"„}. Then, {z'n} and {z"n} are sequences
in L+ such that z'n I e and z" f e. We have shown that Lσ\UE)Q
LσiL,E). Since showing the other containment is trivial, the assertion is
proved.

REMARK 3.11. It follows easily from Lemma 3.10 that if L C L, C
LσiUE) then L !σ(Ll,E) = Lσ(UE). Hence, for every 1 g a < Ω, we have that
L(rM)-(L,E)£ Lσ(LM). If cl'(L, f?) denotes the relatively uniform closure
of L in E (see [11, pp. 84-86]) then it can be established that
cΓ(L,E)= U,ga<nL(rwr(L,E) and hence that cΓ(L,£)CL σ ( L £ ) and is a
Riesz subspace of E.

We say that a Riesz space L is order separable if every nonempty
subset D possessing a supremum in L contains an at most countable
subset possessing the same supremum in L as does D.

LEMMA 3.12. Let L be a Riesz space and let E be a Riesz space
which is intermediate with respect to L. Then L is order separable if
and only if E is order separable.

Proof. It is easy to see that if E is order separable then L is order
separable. Thus we are left with showing that if L is order separable
then E is order separable. It follows from [11, Th. 23.2 (iii), p. 125] that
a Riesz space L is order separable if and only if whenever {xa} is a net in
L with xa I 0 there exists a sequence {Xan }£{*«} such that
xan i 0. Let {xa} be a net in E such that xa | 0. Let V =
{y E L : y ^ xa for some a}. Clearly inf V = 0 (since E is intermediate
with respect to L). Since L is order separable, there exists {yn}C V,
for n = 1,2, , such that inf {yn} = 0. Let {απ}C{α}be chosen so that,
for each n, jcαn+I S xan and xan ^ yn. Then xan 10 and {jcαπ}C
{xa}. Hence, E is order separable. The assertion is proved.

COROLLARY 3.13. Let L be an order separable Riesz space and let
E be any Riesz space which is intermediate with respect to L. Then

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that L is a Riesz
subspace of E such that for every e E E we have that e =
supfx E L : x ^ e} = inf{y E L : y ^ e}. By virtue of Lemma 3.8, it
follows that E is order separable and hence that, for any e E E, we have
sequences {*„}, {yn}CL such that xn f e and yn | e. But then each
element of E+ is in σ{L,E). We have established that Lσ{LtE) = E.
The assertion is proved.

4. Spaces between JL and L* . In this section the investi-
gations begun in the preceding section are continued for the special case
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when the intermediate space E is taken to be L* (L's intermediate
completion). Again we assume that L is a Riesz subspace of L* such
that for each ί E L*,

JC = sup{x E L :x Sx} = inf{y 6 L : y g ί } .

We will simplify the notation of the previous section by denoting
σ{L,L*), l(L,L*), w(L,L*), ru(L,L*), s(L,L% L f f ( U ,, LMαx*,,
L(ruy (L,L*) and L,-(LfL.) (where 1 ̂ α <Ω) by σ(L), /(L), w(L), rw(L),
s(L), Lσ, LM, L(ru)« and Ls«, respectively.

THEOREM 4.1. Lei L be a Riesz space. The following statements
are valid:

(i) L~c=Lσ

(ii) If xn j 0 m L ;c, there exists yn j 0 m L swc/z ί/î ί, /or each
n = 1,2, ,xn gyπ.

(iii) L w order separable if and only if L~c is order separable.
(iv) // L /5 order separable, then L'oc = L*.
(v) // L i*5 an Archimedean order separable Riesz space, then

(vi) L~ΓU =

(vii) L/

Proof. It is not difficult to establish, using Proposition 2.7, that no
proper Riesz subspace of Lσ containing L can be order cauchy
complete. That Lσ is order cauchy complete is a consequence of
Proposition 2.7 and Lemma 3.10. Thus, Lσ satisfies the conditions of
Definition 2.8. The validity of (i) now follows from Theorem 2.9.

The validity of (ii) follows from (i) and Theorem 3.5.
The validity of (iii) follows from Lemma 3.12.
That (iv) is valid is a consequence of (i) and Corollary 3.13.
That (v) is valid is a consequence of (iv) and of the fact that in this

case LΛ = L*.
The validity of (vi) is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.13.
That (vii) is true follows from Theorem 2.2.

REMARK 4.2. It follows from (iii) and (v) of Theorem 4.1 that, for
Archimedean Riesz spaces, L is order separable if and only if LΛ is
order separable (see [11, Th. 32.9, p. 196]). Assertions (i), (ii) and (vii)
of Theorem 4.1 could have been obtained in other ways from results in
[14].

We have the following containment schemes:.

REMARK 4.3. If L is k Riesz space, then
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Lt r u Li OC Li L>

II II II I!

L C L ( r u Γ c cΓ(L) C L σ C L u C L5β C cl(L) C L*,

and

C C
L+C (rw)α(L)Cσ(L) ()

c c
/(L)

This next result provides us with some more information concern-
ing the above containment schemes.

THEOREM 4.4. Let L be a Riesz space. Then the following are
equivalent:

(i) u (L) is a generating positive cone for a Riesz subspace of L*.
(ii) l(L) is a generating positive cone for a Riesz subspace o/L*.
(iii) κ(L) = /(L) = σ(L).
(iv) Lσ = L'.
(v) /(L)Cιι(L).
(vi) w(L)C/(L).

Proof The implications (i) => (ii) φ (iii) follow from Theorem
3.6. To see that (iv) φ (v) we use the containment scheme in Remark
4.3 to see that /(L) C L' + = σ(L)C M(L). The implications (v) φ (vi)
and (vi) φ (i) follow by first applying Remark 3.4 and then Theorem
3.6. Thus all that remains to be shown is that (iii) φ (iv). To this end,
let {xn}CL+

σ = σ(L), for n = 1,2, •••, be such that inf{jcπ - v : n =
1,2, , i? E V} = 0 (where V is the set of all lower bounds for
{*„}). We may as well assume that xn | x E L*+ since otherwise we
can replace the sequence {xn} by the sequence {yn} where, for each
n = 1,2, , yn = inf!£,-£„ {JC, }. Since, for each n,xn E σ(L) there exists
a sequence {zπm,ra = 1,2, ,}CL+ such that znm I mxn. Taking yn =
infi</̂ π {z/,n}, we obtain a sequence {yπ} in L+ such that yn | x, where
n = 1,2, •• •,. This says that x £l(L), but l(L) = σ(L) (by condition
(iii)), hence x E σ(L). We have proved that (iii) Φ (iv). The theorem
is proved.

5. Some examples. In this section, we give some examples
which show (with one exception) that the containment schemes in
Remark 4.3. are best possible. The one exception is with respect to the
containment L(rur C L ; . In our first example we show that there is an
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Archimedean Riesz space L such that L C Lm -
L~ru CLσ. Unfortunately, we do not know whether it is always true
that Liru)* = Lru and hence that Lru = L~u. In other words, the consider-
ation of the spaces L{ru)« for α § 2 may be superfluous. We will have a
few more remarks to make about this situation a little later on.

EXAMPLE 5.1. Let L be the Archimedean Riesz space whose
elements are the piece-wise polynomial functions defined on the unit
interval. It is not difficult to see, using [11, Th. 32.6 p. 195], that LΛ and
C([0, 1])Λ (where C([0, 1]) is the Riesz space of continuous, real valued
functions on the unit interval) are the same. Hence, C([0, 1]) is
intermediate with respect to L. Clearly, Lru = L~ru = C([0, 1]). On
the otherhand, it follows from Theorem 4.1 (i) and (v) together with the
fact that L and C([0, 1]) are order separable that LΛ = C([0, 1])Λ =
L~oc = Lσ. Since, as is well known, C([0, 1]) is not Dedekind complete,
we have that L^ L'ru^ Lσ = L\

In view of Theorem 4.4, we see that the only possibility for
nontrίvial inclusions between Lσ and L in the inclusion scheme in
Remark 4.3 occurs when w(L)j£/(L) and /(L)gw(L). In this next
example, an Archimedean Riesz space L is given such that L ^ Lσ^ L.

EXAMPLE 5.2. Let X be an uncountable cardinal and let F(X) be
the Riesz space of all bounded real valued functions on X. Let L be
the Riesz subspace of F(X) consisting of all finitely nonconstant
functions f<ΞF(X). Clearly, LA = F(X). We will show first that
l(L)£u(L). It then follows from Theorem 4.4 that u(L)£l(L) and
that Lσj^ L'. Let {xk\k = 1,2, ,}CX be any countably infinite sub-
set of X. Define the functions /„ in L+ by:

);for x = xk,k = 1,2, - , π ,
1 otherwise,

where n = 1,2, ,. Then, 0 i / n 1 /(in LΛ) where

); for x = jcfc, /c = 1,2, ,
1 otherwise

If g e L is such that 0 S g S /, then g (x) = 0 except for at most a
finite number of JC E X. Hence, there can be no sequence {gn}

x=\ CL +

such that gn t / and thus ff£u(L). We have established that
/(L)gn(L), u(L)£l(L) and LσέL'.

We will now show that Lσ φ L. To this end, let {xk: /c = 1,2, ,}
be a countably infinite point set in X. Define the functions /„ by
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Ik; for k = 1,2, ,n, n = xk,
0; otherwise,

where n = 1,2, ,. Define the functions gn by

1 jk for x = jcfc, fc = 1,2, , n,
1/M otherwise,

where n = 1,2, ,. Then, {/„}, {gn}CL+ and /π f /, & i / where

'fc; JC =jck, k = 1,2, ••,
0; otherwise.

Thus, / G σ(L) but / £ L. We have shown that L^ Lσ.
We will now find the Dedekind-σ-completion of L. Consider

£)(X) = {/ G F ( X ) : / is countably non-constant}. Obviously, D(X) is
Dedekind-σ-complete and D(X)DL. Let / G D ( X ) + and let
{jck fc = 1,2, •,} be the at most countable subset of X off of which / is
constant. Suppose a E R is such that f(x) = a for
JC EX-{xk;k = 1,2, •,}. Let {JC^ Π = 1,2, •,} be the subsequence
of {jck;fe = l,2, ,} such that f(xkn)<a for n = l,2, ,. Let
{xkp;p = 1,2, •••,} = {xk;fe = 1,2, •• }-{^;w = 1,2, •••,} (we might as
well assume that both of these sets are actually countably
infinite). Define fm(x) by,

r , x ί/ten); x = *k, n = 1,2, ,m,
J m V ; I α ; otherwise,

where m = 1,2, *,. Define gm(x) by,

/ P - α ; for x = x v p = l,2, ,m,
1 0; otherwise,

where m = l,2, ,. Now, {/m}, {gm}CL+, gm t (/-
fm l (/Λα)G/(L),and((/-α)vO) + (/Λα) = /. Hence, D(X) = LM is
the Dedekind-σ-completion of L (i.e., D(X) = L').

It follows from our previous discussions that if L is Archimedean
and order separable then Lσ = L' = L~< = L* (indeed, we used this fact
in Example 5.1). The following is an example of a non-order separable
non Dedekind-σ-complete Archimedean Riesz space L such that
Lσ = L'.

EXAMPLE 5.3. Let F(X) and D(X) be the Riesz spaces of Exam-
ple 5.2. Let L be the Riesz subspace of D(X) consisting of all
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functions / E D(X) such that if a is that real number for which the
cardinality of the set {x E X :f(x) = a} is uncountable and if {xn} =
X-{x E X : / ( J C ) = α}, then the sequence {/(jcn): n = 1,2, •,} has
finitely many limit points. We want to show that D(X) = Lσ. It is
sufficient to show that D(X)+ C σ(L). To this end, let / E D(X)+ and
let a be that real number such that {x :f(x) = a} is uncountable. Let
{xn} = X -{x :f(x) = a} (we may assume {xn} is coϋntably infinite since
otherwise f G L). Let M = max{/(xn); n = 1,2, •,}. Define um by

, x r /(JCΠ);JC = *„, n = 1,2, ,m,

j M JC = xn, n = m + 1, m + 2, ••,
I α otherwise,

where m = 1,2, •,. Define i;m by

ί j c ) = ί /U«); JC =Xπ, n = 1,2, ,m,
m <0; x = jcn, n = m + 1, m +2, ,

lα otherwise,

where m = 1,2, •••,. We have that {wm}, {vm}CL+. It is clear that
um if and ϋm t / This says that / E u(L) Π /(L) = σ(L). Thus L' =
D(X) = Lσ.

The reader shouhd note that in both of the preceding examples
L' = D{X) is not Dedekind complete.

We have remarked that for any Archimedean Riesz space L, L =
Uα < Ω Ls<*. In this next example, we show that there exists an Archime-
dean Riesz space L such that, for each a <Ω, LS«^L5« «. For the
terminology and theory behind this example we refer the reader to [7,
pp. 344-404].

EXAMPLE 5.4. Let X be the unit interval and let F(X) be the
Riesz space of all bounded real valued functions on X. For our Riesz
space L, we will take the collection of all simple functions / E F(X)
such that / = ΣΓ=i αf JCA, where, for each ί, A is an ambiguous set of type
1 (i.e., Λi is both Fσ and Gδ). Since characteristic functions of
singleton sets and the function ^f0.π are all in L, it follows immediately
from [11, Th. 32.6, p. 195] that LΛ = F(X). By virtue of [7, Th's 1 and 2
p. 374; Th. 4, p. 389] we have that for each a <Ω, L s«^ Ls—. The
Dedekind-σ-completion L' of L is just the space of analytic representa-
ble functions (see the Lebesgue-Hausdorff Theorem in [7, p. 393]).

6. Extending order convergence properties. We begin
by giving the definitions of some order convergence properties. We
will number each property and in the sequel when we say a Riesz space
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L has property (r) where r E {1,2,3,4,5} we will be referring to these
properties by number.

(1) The Riesz space L is said to have the σ -property (property
(1)) if for any sequence {un : n = 1,2, •,} in L+, there is a sequence
{λn : n - 1,2, •,} of positive real numbers and an element u E L+ such
that un ^ λnu for all n.

(2) The Riesz space L is said to have property (2) if in L order
convergence for sequences and relatively uniform convergence are
equivalent.

(3) Order convergence in the Riesz space L is said to be stable (L
is said to have property (3)) if for every sequence {xn :n = 1,2, •,} in L
with xn —>0 there exists a sequence of real numbers {λn : n = 1,2, •,}
such that λπ f oo and λnxn -» 0.

(4) The Riesz space L is said to have the diagonal property
(property (4)) if whenever fnMJnJ in L are such that /„.*-»</„ for
n = 1,2, , and fn ->/ there exists a "diagonal sequence" {/„,*<„)} such
that /„.*<„>->/, where n,/c = 1,2, ,.

(5) The Riesz space L is said to have the Egoroff property
(property (5)) if for every fGL and double sequence {0 g bnM : n, k =
1,2, •,} in L with &„,* |* l/l there exists a sequence 0^bm 11/| such
that, for any ra, n, there exists a j(m,n) such that bm ^bnJimM).

These properties and several related properties are discussed in
[16]. For a really complete discussion of these properties, their
interrelationships, and their connections with other properties, the
reader should see [11, Ch. 10].

We have the following lemma.

LEMMA 6.1. Let L and E be Riesz spaces with E intermediate with
respect to L. Then the following implications hold:

(i) E has property (1) <£> L has property (1).
(ii) E has property (2) φ L has property (2).
(iii) If E is Archimedean and has property (3) then L has property

(3).
(iv) If E is Archimedean and has property (4) then L has property

(4).

Proof. The proof of (i) is straightforward and is omitted. We
begin by proving (ii). Suppose that E has property (2) and let {xn} be a
sequence in L such that xn -»0 (in L). Then xn -^0 (in E) and since E
has property (2) there exist a sequence {λn}CR+ with λn I 0 and an
e E E+ such that \xn \ g λne. Since E is intermediate with respect to L,
there exists an JC ̂  e in L. But then A«x ^ λπe ^ \xn \ for each
n. Hence, if xn ->0 (in L) then jcn -»0(r w)(in L). To show that if
xn -> 0 (r w )(in L) then JCΠ -» 0 it suffices to show that if x E L + and {λπ}
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is a sequence in R with λn I 0 then λnx j 0 (in L). But, since E has
property (2), λnx j 0 (in E) (i.e., λnx j and inf{Anx : n = 1,2, •,} = 0)
and hence AΠJC J, 0 (in L) .

The validity of (iii) follows from the fact that property (3) and
property (2) are equivalent in Archimedean Riesz spaces (c.f., [11, Th.
16.3, p. 80]) and L is Archimedean if E is.

The validity of (iv) follows from the fact that property (1) together
with property (3) is equivalent to property (4) in Archimedean Riesz
spaces (c.f., [11, Th. 70.2, p. 478]).

The lemma is proved.

REMARK 6.2. The reader should note that if a Riesz space has
property (2) then it must be Archimedean.

We will give some examples in §7, which show, first, that Archime-
dean is necessary for (iii) and (iv) of Lemma 6.1 to be valid; and, second,
that the implications in parts (iii) and (iv) do not reverse even when L is
Archimedean.

Right now we will concern ourselves with the main theorem of this
section.

THEOREM 6.3. Let L be a Riesz space and let E be a Riesz space
intermediate with respect to L. Then the following implications are
true:

(i) L has property (2) <=> LσiUE) has property (2).
(ii) L has property (3) <=> L σ ( L E ) has property (3).
(iii) L has property (4) <=> Lσ(UE) has property (4).
(iv) L has property (5) <£> Lσ(L.£, has property (5).

Proof. We begin by establishing that (i) is valid. That Lσ(UE) has
property (2) => L has property (2) follows from Lemma 6.1 (ii). To see
that L has property (2) Φ Lσ{UE) has property (2), let {xn : n = 1,2, •,}
be a sequence in LσiLM) such that xn->x G LσiL%E). By Theorem 3.5,
there exists a sequence {yn} in L with yn j 0 such that \x ~xn\ = yn for
n = 1,2, ,. Since L has property (2), there exist a sequence {λn} of
real numbers with λn | 0 and a y E L + such that yn S λ π y for each
n. But then |JC - xn \ S yn ^ λny for each n and hence
xn —> x (r u). The fact that if the sequence {xn :n = 1,2, ,} in L.σ{UE)

is such that xn —>Jt (r - u) where x E Lσ(UE) implies JCΠ —> JC (in Lσ(UE)) is
an easy consequence of the facts that Lσ(UE) is intermediate with respect
to L and L has this property. We have established (i).

We will now establish that (ii) is valid. First, assume that Lσ{UE)

has property (3) and let {xn : n = 1,2, •,} be a sequence in L such that
xn i 0 (in L and, hence, in Lσ{UE)). Since Lσ(UE) has property (3), there
exists a sequence of real numbers {λn : n = 1,2, •,} with λn ] °° such
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that Anjcπ —>0 (in L σ ( L £ ) ) . But then λnxn —>0 (in L) by virtue of Theorem
3.5. We have established that LσiUE) has property (3) => L has prop-
erty (3). - Now, assume that L has property (3). Let {xn : n = 1,2, •,}
be a sequence in L σ ( L E ) such that xn I 0. By Theorem 3.5, there exists a
sequence {yn : n = 1,2, •,} in L such that % I 0 and xn=yn for
H = 1,2, ,. Since L has property (3), there exists a sequence of real
numbers {0 ^ λn : n = 1,2, ,} with λπ ΐ °° such that λnyn -» 0
(in L) . But, 0^λ π jc n gλ π y π for all n. Hence, λnxn-^0 (in
Lσ(UE)) We have shown that if L has property (3) then Lσ(UE) has
property (3). The validity of (ii) is now established.

We will now establish that (iv) is valid. By [11, Th. 67.7(ii) p. 467],
showing that a Riesz space K has the Egoroff property is equivalent to
showing that for every u E K+ if {unM : n, k = 1,2, •,} is a double
sequence in K with u S unM \ k0 then there exist integers k(n) such that
UnMn)-+0 Now suppose that LσiUE) has property (5). Let u E L+ and
let the double sequence {uΛmk : n, fc = 1,2, •,} in L be such that u ^
WnicIkO (in L) . Then, u ^ unM I k0 (in Lσ{LE)). Hence, there exist
integers k(n) such that unMn)->0 (in Lσ(UE)). By Theorem 3.5, we have
that Mn.*<,i)—»0 (in L) . We have established that Lσ(L.E) has property
(5) Φ L has property (5). Now, suppose that L has property (5). Let
u E Lt(L,Eh and let the double sequence{unM : n, /c = 1,2, •,} in Lσ(L.£) be
such that u ^unM I kQ for each n. Since Lσ(L,E) is intermediate with
respect to L, there exists a U'ELL such that u'^u. By virtue of
Theorem 3.5, there exists, for each n, a sequence {w^ : k = 1,2, •,} in
L with iιi<fc i * 0 ( i n L) such that M^Λ ̂  unM for n, fc = 1,2, •,. Let the
double sequence {u"nM : n, /c = 1,2, •• •,} in L be defined by u"nX =
w' Λ wi,k. Then, u' ^u"nk \ *0 (in L) and wnΛ ^ w'n̂  for n, /c =
1,2, ,. Since L has property (5), there exist integers k(n) such that
M",MΠ)—>0 (in L) . Since 0 ^ unMn)^ u"nMn) for each n, we now have that
Wπ,fc(π>-*0 (in L σ ( L E ) ). We have shown that L has property (5) Φ Lσ(L.E)

has property (5). The validity of (iv) is established. To see that (iii) is
valid, we first invoke [11, Th. 68.2 (ii), p. 470 and Th. 68.7 (i), p. 473] to
see that showing a Riesz space K has property (4) is equivalent to
showing that if {un,k : n, k = 1,2, •,} is a double sequence in K such
that, for each n, i ι n . k l k 0 then there exist integers k(n) such that
Lσ{LX-c) = L~c remainder of the proof is almost exactly like the proof of
(iv) except simplified by not having to bound the sequences {u'nJί}.

The theorem is proved.
Since, in general, Lσ(LiL-c) = L~oc and Lσ(LX-u) = L~, we have the

following corollary as an immediate consequence of Theorem 6.3 and
Lemma 6.1.

COROLLARY 6.4. Let L be a Riesz space. Then L has property
(r) if and only if L~oc (L~u) has property (r), where r = 1,2,3,4 or 5.
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COROLLARY 6.5. // L is an order separable Riesz space and E is
any Riesz space intermediate with respect to L, then L has property (r) if
and only if E has property (r), where r = 1,2,3,4 or 5.

Proof. By virtue of Corollary 3.13, Lσ(L,E) = E. The assertion
now follows from Lemma 6.1 and Theorem 6.3.

In particular we have the following:

COROLLARY 6.6. // L is an Archimedean, order separable Riesz
space, then L has property (r) if and only if LΛ has property (r), where
r= 1,2,3,4 or 5.

Corollary 6.6 above was proved by the author in [16, Prop. 1.1, p. 14
and Th. 1.3, p. 16]. The fact that if L is order separable and
Archimedean then L has property (4) if and only if LΛ has property (4)
was proved in [4, Prop. 2.3 p. 160].

In §5, we indicated that we did not know whether it was always true
for Archimedean Riesz spaces that Lru = L{ruf = L~ru. This next result
shows that if L has certain of the properties we have been considering
then this is the case.

THEOREM 6.7. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space. If L has
property (r), for r - 1,2,3 or 4, then Lru = L~ru. Even more, if L has
property (s), for s =2,3 or 4, then Lru = Lσ and hence L~ru = L~oc.

Proof. We will first show that if L has property (1) (the
σ-property) then Lm — L~m This follows in a straightforward manner
by first applying Lemma 6.1 (i) to L and LΛ, and then using [11, Th. 72.1
(iii), p. 487].

Since, when L is Archimedean, Lσ = L~oc and L~oc is relatively
uniform complete, the result will now follow if we can show that when
L has property (5) for s = 2,3 or 4 then Lru = Lσ. But, by [11, Th. 16.3,
p. 80 and Th. 70.2, p. 478], for Archimedean Riesz spaces property (2) is
equivalent to property (3) and property (4) implies property
(3). Hence, the result will follow if we can just show that L has
property (2) implies that Lru = Lσ. Since Lru C Lσ, we need only show
that Lσ C Lru. To this end, let x E σ(L). Then, there exist sequences
{*;,} and {*"} in L+ such that x'nl x (in Lσ) and x"n f x (in Lσ). But then
x'n-.xfήl0 (in Lσ). By Th. 6.3 (i), Lσ = Lσ(ULΊ has property (2) if L
does. Hence, x'n-x"n—>0 (r u) (inLσ and, hence, in L). Thus,
JC f

n —>x (r u). We have shown that Lσ C Lru. The theorem is proved.

REMARK 6.8. It is easy to see that if a Riesz space L has a strong
order unit (i.e., an element 0 < x E L such that if y E L there exists an
a GR such that | y | ^ α x ) then L has the σ-property.
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EXAMPLE 6.9. If L is taken to be the Archimedean Riesz space of
Example 5.1, then L is seen to have the cr-property, but Lru = L~ru ^ Lσ.

We will now obtain two results which tend to indicate how far
certain properties can be extended.

THEOREM 6.10. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space and let E be
an intermediate space (with respect to L) such that E D Lu (in particu-
lar, E = Lu or L s). Then, if E has property (r), for r = 2,3 or 4,
Lσ = L' = Lru and both L and L' have property (r).

Proof, By Lemma 6.1, Theorem 6.3 and Theorem 6.7, we will be
done if we can show that if E has property (r), for r = 2,3 or 4, then
Lσ = L'. Again, since property (3) and property (2) are equivalent and
property (4) implies property (3) (as cited in the proof of Theorem 6.7),
we will be done if we show that E having property (2) implies that
Lσ = L'. Suppose that E has property (2). Let JC ELU(L) and let {jcn}
be a sequence in L + such that xn f x (in LΛ and, therefore, in E). Since
E has property (2) and is intermediate with respect to L, there exists a
sequence {λn}C/?+ with λn | 0 and a y 6 L + such that | x - j c n | ^
λny. But then x E ru(L) C σ(L). Hence, u(L)Qσ(L)Ql(L) and,
by Theorem 4.5 (vi), this implies that Lσ-U. The theorem is proved.

REMARK 6.11. Let L be a Riesz space. Let JC E L t and let {xn}
be a sequence in L+ such that xn-*x (in L*). Then, JCΠ—»JC

(in Ls). To see this consider, for each n, {JC, : / S n} = Bn. Let
{yn} CL* be such that yn I 0 and, for each n, - yn S xn - x ^ yn. If U is
the set of all upper bounds in L* for Bn then inf{M - JC : u E U and
x E Bn} = 0. This is true since, for each i g n, JC + y, E t/ and
inf{x + y, — jtf : i = n, n + 1, •} = 0. But then sup Bn - sn exists in L*
and is in Ls. Similarly, one can show that, for each n, inffx, : i ^n} =
s'n exists in L* and is in Ls. Since \xn - x\^sn - sf

nl0 we have that
Xn-^x (in L s).

THEOREM 6.12. Let L be a Riesz space and let E be intermediate
with respect to L. Furthermore, assume that E D Lsu - (Ls )u. Then, if
E has the Egoroff property (property (5)), Ls —U.

Proof We will show that u(Ls)CLs which clearly implies the
result. To this end, let JC E U(LS) and let {xn} be a sequence in Ls such
that xn f JC (in L* and, hence, in E). For each n, let {jcnm : m = 1,2, •,}
be a sequence in L* such that jcπm —>mxn (in L*). By virtue of Remark
6.11, we have that xn,m —»mJcπ (in Ls and, hence, in £ ) . Let y E L be
such that y g i For each n,m, let jci,m =JcΛ,m Λy. Then, for each
n,m,x'nm<ΞL\ 0 ^ < M ^ y and x^m^mxn (in E). By [11, Th. 69.1
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(iii), p. 476], E has the Egoroff property implies that there exist integers
m(n) such that xf

n,m{n)-+x (in E and thus in L*). This says that
JC E Ls. The theorem is proved.

Since the Egroff property is implied by the diagonal property, the
following result is a direct consequence of Theorem 6.12.

COROLLARY 6.13. Let L be a Riesz space and let E be a Riesz
space which is intermediate with respect to L. Furthermore, assume
that E D L5U. Then, if E has the diagonal property, Ls = L'.

7. Some examples. In this section, we give two examples
which better illustrate the limitations of Lemma 6.1 in the preceding
section.

This first example shows, in particular, that, even if L is assumed to
be Archimedean, the implications in parts (ii), (iii) and (iv) of Lemma 6.1
cannot be reversed.

EXAMPLE 7.1. Let L be the Archimedean Riesz space of Example
5.2. It was shown in [4, Ex. 1 pp. 161-162] that L has the diagonal
property (and, hence, that L has property (r) for r = 2,3 or 4). By
means of Theorem 6.7, we see that Lru = Lσ. We showed, in Example
5.2, that Lσy£L. Thus, it follows from Theorem 6.10 that no inter-
mediate Riesz space containing Lu = L (in this case) has property (r)
for r = 2,3 or 4.

This next example shows that the Archimedean assumption in parts
(iii) and (iv) of Lemma 6.1 cannot be dropped.

EXAMPLE 7.2. For each countable ordinal l i α < Ω (Ω = first
uncountable ordinal), let Ea be the lexicographically ordered
plane. Let Ef = U]^a<nEa (with the usual coordinate wise

ordering). Let E'b be the set of all x = (xa) = ( a

2\\nE' such that there

exists a real number m > 0 such that, for all 1 ̂  a < Ω, we have \xl\ ̂  m
and Ixl\ ^ m. Let L be the Riesz subspace of E'h consisting of those

ίxι\elements ( ") = (*«) such that (jcα) is at most countably non-constant

and (JC «) is at most finitely nonconstant. Finally, let E be the Riesz
ίxι\subspace of E'b consisting of those elements (xa) = ( 2) such that;
\X a'

(a) (jcα) is at most countably nonconstant, and
(b) there exists a real number r such that for every e > 0

{a : | j c i - r | g e } is finite.
We will show first that E'b is intermediate with respect to L. From

this it will follow that E is also intermediate with respect to L. So, let
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( X ! \
21 be in E'b. Let the real number m g 0 be such that \xl\

X a/

and \xl\^m for all α. For each α, define (M£) and (va

β) in L by:

-Cϊί

for j 8 = α and «S = (™) for

for 0 = α and i>J = ( l ™ ) for

Clearly, inf{(w£): 1 ̂  a < Ω} = sup{(z;£): 1 ̂  α < Ω} = (JCJ. This is
enough to establish that E'b (and, thus, E) is intermediate with respect
to L.

Next, we wish to show that E has the diagonal property. Before
we can accomplish this, we must first make a number of observations
concerning order convergence in E.

(1) If y = (ya) E E, there exists an a(y) < Ω such that if a ^a(y)
then yl - yι

a{y) and y* = y2

a(y). This is a trivial consequence of the fact
that (ya) is at most countably nonconstant.

(2) If {yn :n = 1,2, •,} is a sequence in E+ such that yn | 0, then,
for each α, there exists ann(α) such that, for all n ^ n(α), y J,e = 0. To
see this, suppose to the contrary that there exists an α such that, for all
n, yι

n,a > 0. Let x = (xβ) G £ be defined by,

; f o r

Then, 0 < x ^ yn for all n. Hence, yn Ά0.
(3) If {yn : n = 1,2, •,} is a sequence in E+ such that yn | 0, then

there exist an integer N and a β < Ω such that, if n ^ N and a ^ β, then
yi,α = 0. To see this, let α(yn) be the ordinal associated with yn by (1)
above. Suppose that, for all n,ylaiyn)>0. Let β < Ω be such that
β>a(yn) for n = 1,2, •••,. Then, yι

nφ>0 for all n. This cannot
happen by virtue of (2) above.

(4) If {yn : n = 1,2, •,} is a sequence in E+ such that yn | 0, then
there exist a β < Ω and a sequence of real numbers {λπ : n = 1,2, •,}
with λπ 1 0 such that y2

M S λn for n = 1,2, , and for all a ^ β. The
proof of this is straightforward (from (1)) and is omitted.

We are now ready to show that E has the diagonal property. As
was cited in the proof of part (iv) of Theorem 6.3, it suffices to show that
if {y«,m : n,m = 1,2, •,} is a double sequence in E such that, for each
w,yπm imO then there exists a sequence of integers m(n) such that
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yπ,m(n)—»0. So, let {ynm :n, ra = 1,2, •••,} be a double sequence in E
such that, for each n, ynm j m 0. For each n, let β(n) < Ω and let ra,(n)
be such that, for all a ^ β(n) and m g m,(n), we have yi,m,« = 0 (by (3)
above we can do this). Let β'(n) and the real sequences {λnm :n,m =
1,2, •,} be such that, for α ^ j3'(n), y;U,« ^ λn,m j w 0 (that we can do
such follows from (4) above). Let, now, β < Ω be chosen so that
β>β(n) and 0 ^β'(n) for all π = 1,2,—,. Then, for all a ^ β, we
have

(i) yimα = 0 for all n and m ^mx(n), and

(ϋ) yίU,α =λn,m for all n, m.
For each n = 1,2, , there exists an m2(n) such that, for m ^ m 2(π),

I α yίmα = — I is finite. It follows then from (2) above that, for each n,

there exists an m3(n) such tht yi,mα < — for all m ^m^n). Now, let

/:{1,2, •• , } - * { l ^ α < β } b e a one-to-one correspondence, and let an

denote f(n). For each n, let m4(n) be chosen so that, if m ^m4(n),
yi.m,«, = 0 for ί = l,2, ,π. Furthermore, for each n, let m5(n) be

chosen so that, if m ^ ms(n), y\m,ai =~, for ί = 1,2, , n. Finally, for

each n = 1,2, , let m(n) be chosen so that m(n) ^ max{my(n): / =

1,2,3,4,5} and A π m ( n ) ^ - . We claim that yn,min)-+0. To see this, let

the sequence {xn} in E be defined by

'τ\

for α = an+k, k = 1,2, ,

otherwise.

Clearly, xn | 0 and, for each n, yn,m(n) ^ xn. We have established that E
has the diagonal property.

We will now show that order convergence is not stable in L. Let
the sequence {yn : n = 1,2, •,} in L be defined by

yn,a = ί j ) f or n < α < ω,

otherwise.

We note that yn | 0 in L. Let {λn : n = 1,2, •} be any sequence of
positive real numbers such that λπ | <». We will show that
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λnyn 7^0. To see this, suppose first that y E L is an upper bound for
{λnyn :n^N} where N is some positive integer. Then, there must
exist an integer m(y)δ 1 such that, if ra(y)^α < ω, then y« = ym(y)>
0. But then there must exist also a β(y)<Ω such that, for all
α ^ β ( y ) , we have yi = yi<y)>0. Thus, if {zn : n = 1,2, •} is any
sequence in L with zπ | such that, for each n, λnyn ^ zn we must have,
for each n, a β ( n ) < f l such that, if α g β(n), then zj,α = zi,β ( π )>0. If
β < Ω is chosen so that 0 ^ j3(n) for n = 1,2, ••, then, for all α g β
and for all n, we have that zj,β =zi,^ >0. But then by (2) above
inf{zn :n = 1,2, ,}^0. This says that λnyπτ^0. We have shown
that order convergence is not stable in L.

Next, we will show that L does not have the Egoroff
property. Let {yπ : n = 1,2, •,} be the sequence defined in
(*). Consider, for each n = 1,2, , the sequence {nyk :k = 1,2, ,} in

L. Clearly, nyk I k0, for each n. Let y G L be defined by ya = L ),

for all α. Obviously, for each n, k = 1,2, , we have that nyk ^ y. If
we could find for each n a k(n) such that nyfe(π)-»0 in L, then taking
A, = n, for each k(n) ^ / < k(n + 1), we would have that Afyf -»0 and
A, I oo (which we have already shown is impossible). Hence, L does
not have the Egoroff property.

It is not difficult to show, by a proof similar to that used above, that
if a Riesz space has the diagonal property then order convergence is
stable in it. It is immediate from [11, Th. 67.7 (ii), p. 467] that the
diagonal property implies the Egoroff property. Thus, we have shown
the following:

(A) Order convergence is stable in E but not in L.
(B) E has the diagonal property, but L does not have the diagonal

property.
(C) E has the Egoroff property, but L does not have the Egoroff

property.

Question: If E and L are Archimedean Riesz spaces with E
intermediate with respect to L, is it true that if E has the Egoroff
property then L has the Egoroff property?

This next example shows that the Archimedean assumption in
Theorem 6.10 cannot be released.

EXAMPLE 7.3. Let L and E be the Riesz spaces of Example 7.2
above. Let Lx be the Riesz subspace of L consisting of those

(x x\
(*«) = I 2) s u c h that both (JC I) and (x I) are finitely non-constant. It can

N ^ OL'

be shown that L]σ is the set of all (xa) in L for which there exists a real
number r = r((xa)) such that, for every real number β > 0 ,
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{a : \r - x2

a\ ̂  e} is finite. It can also be seen that L\ = Ls = L. Thus
E D Ls and E has the diagonal property but L]σ^ L\.

8. Almost complete and almost <τ -complete spaces.
We will say the Riesz space L is almost complete {almost σ-complete)
if and only if Loc = Lσ = L*(LOC = Lσ = L').

In this section we begin by giving an intrinsic characterization of
the almost σ-complete Riesz spaces. We will then give sufficient
conditions involving certain projection properties for an Archimedean
Riesz space to be almost complete or almost σ-complete. We do not
know of a necessary and sufficient condition that a Riesz space be
almost complete.

REMARK 8.1. Every order separable Riesz space is almost com-
plete (see Theorem 4.1).

DEFINITION 8.2. The Riesz space L is said to be strongly order
cauchy (order cauchy) if whenever {xn} is a decreasing sequence in L +

(such that inf{jcπ - v : n = 1,2, , v E V} = 0 where V is the set of
lower bounds in L of {*„}) {xn} is order cauchy.

Using Proposition 2.7 and Theorem 4.4 (v) it is not difficult to
establish the following result.

THEOREM 8.3. The Riesz space L is almost σ-complete if and only
if L is order cauchy.

REMARK 8.4. It is not difficult to see that a strongly order cauchy
Riesz space must be Archimedean. Indeed, if L is a strongly order

cauchy Riesz space and y E L + , then j — y\ is an order cauchy

sequence. Hence, ^ + ^ ^ = (^ ^ ~^TT y) ^ °" T h i s ί s e n o u g h

to establish that — y | 0. We have the following corollary.

COROLLARY 8.5. The Riesz space L is Archimedean and almost
σ-complete if and only if L is strongly order cauchy.

In what follows, a knowledge of Chapters 3 and 5 of [11] is
assumed. For the convenience of the reader, we will state a few
definitions here.

An ideal / in a Riesz space L is said to be a principal ideal if there
exists e E /+ such that for every x El there exists a n α E J ? such that
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A band (order closed ideal) in a Riesz space L is said to be a
projection band if it is a direct summand of L.

A band B in L is said to be the principal band generated by
0 < e E L if JB is the smallest band containing the principal ideal
generated by e (in this case we denote B by Be).

A Riesz space L is said to have the projection property (P.P.) if
every band in L is a projection band.

A Riesz space L is said to have the principal projection property
(P.P.P.) if every principal band in L is a projection band.

We will denote the boolean algebra of projection bands (the lattice
of principal projection bands) by P(L) (PP(L)).

We say that PP(L) is Dedekind-σ-complete if whenever {BUι : i =
1,2, •,} is a sequence in PP(L) with BUι f and such that there exists
Bu ePp(L) with BUi C Bu, for all /, then there exists Br G I%(L) such that
Bu, t Br.

If Bu EPP(L) and v G L, then we will denote the projection onto Bu

of v by Pu(v).
Let a < b be real numbers. By Π = Π(α0, ••-,#„) where a = α0 <

α, < < an = ft, we denote a partition of the closed interval [a, b].
Let a < b bg real numbers, let L be a Riesz space with the P.P.P.,

and let e.fGL be such that, for some e >0, ae S / ^(b - e)e. For
any partition Π(α0, oti, , an) of [α, ft ] we define 5 (Π /) and ί (Π /) by

sQl f) = Σ αfc-iί̂ c-to
k = l

and

it = 1

We have the following result:

THEOREM 8.6. If the Riesz space L has the P.P.P. and the property
that PP(L) is Dedekind-σ-complete, then L is Archimedean and Lru = L'.

Proof. Let L be a Riesz space with the P.P.P. and the property
that PP(L) is Dedekind-σ-complete. Since L has the P.P.P., L is
Archimedean (c.f., [11, Th. 30.4, p. 174]). Let xEl(L) and let
{un : n = 0,1,2, •,} be a sequence in L such that un I x (in LΛ). We
will show that, for any real number -OO<Q;<CX>, P{am-x)+(u0) =
sup{m (au0 -χ)+ΛW0:m = l,2, } (taken in LΛ) is an element of L. To
see this, consider, for each n = 1,2, , (au0- un)

+ E L. We have, for
π = l,2, , that (au0-un)

+^(auo-un^)+. Also, (αwo-Mri)
+

t (αWo-Jc)+ (in LΛ). Thus, by virtue of [11, Cor. 31.2, p. 182], we have
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the P{auo-unAuo) T P(auo-χAuo) (in LΛ). Now, for each π = l,2, ,
the principal projection hand B{am-Unf Q Bm (this in PP(L)), and
B(αuo-««)+T Since L has the property that PP{L) is Dedekind-σ-
complete, there exists a u E L + such that β(αU0-Mn)+ t ^ 0 n Pp(L)). By
[11, Cor. 31.2, p. 182], we have that

(in L and, hence in LΛ). But then, P(aUo-χAuo) =
P t(Mo)EL, which is the desired result. Now, since MO = J C ^ O we
have that (3/2- l/2)w 0^* ^0(w0). Let Π,,, for n = 1,2, •••, be a
sequence of partitions of the interval [0, 3/2] such that Πn + 1 is a

refinement of Πn, for each n, and |Π n | g — (where, by |ΠΠ | we mean the

length of the largest subinterval between consecutively indexed points

of the partition Π π ). Let s(ϊln JC) and t(Un JC) be defined as above. It

follows from what we have already shown that, for each n,s(Tin;x)&L

and t(Un x) E L. Furthermore, it follows from the Freudenthal spec-

tral theorem (see [11, th. 40.2, p. 257]) that \t(Un;x)-x\ ^ — u() and

| S ( Π Π ; J C ) — JC I ̂  — Mo, for all n (this theorem is being applied in

LΛ). This says that JC ^ru(L). We have shown that l(L)Cm(L)C
w(L). It now follows from Theorem 4.4 that Lru = L<y = L'. The
theorem is proved.

COROLLARY 8.7. if the Riesz space L has the P.P.P. and the
property that PP(L) is Dedekind-σ-complete, then L is Archimedean and
almost σ-complete.

This next resujt is the analogue of Theorem 8.6 for the case that L
has the projection property.

THEOREM 8.8. // the Riesz space L has the P.P., then L is
Archimedean and Lru = LΛ.

Proof. Since L has the P.P., it has the P.P.P. and is Archimedean.
Let 0 < JC E LΛ and let x E L be such that JC ^ JC. It follows from [8, Th.
2.6 (iii), p. 309] that, for every real number - o o < α <oo, Piax_x)+(χ)
(taken in LΛ) is in L. The remainder of the proof now follows exactly
as it did in the proof of Theorem 8.6. The theorem is proved.

COROLLARY 8.9. // the Riesz space L has the P.P., then L is
Archimedean and almost complete.
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EXAMPLE 8.10. Let L = C([0, 1]) (the Archimedean Riesz space
of continuous real valued functions defined on [0, 1]). It is known that
L is order separable (c.f., [11, Exercise 29.6, p. 170]) but fails to have
even the P.P.P.. Thus, L is an example of an almost complete Riesz
space without the P.P.P.

Question. If Lru = LΛ (Lru = L') does L have to have the P.P. (the
P.P.P. and the property that PP(L) is Dedekind-σ-complete)?

REMARK 8.11. A. I. Veksler introduced in [17] the concept of an
r-completion for Archimedean Riesz spaces which agrees with our L~ru

when L is Archimedean. Furthermore, he obtained results which
directly imply Theorem 8.8 and Corollary 8.9 above.

REMARK 8.12. Independently, the authors of [2] have defined a
concept which, for Archimedean Riesz spaces, is equivalent to the
concept of almost <x-complete Riesz spaces introduced in this section.

9. Some topological considerations. A certain theorem
due to Nakano has been of interest to a number of researchers (c.f., [9,
Note XVIB] and [15, Prop. 2.6, p. 164]). Nakano's theorem states that if
(L, || ||) is a Dedekind-σ--complete normed vector lattice with the
property that a sequence {yn : n = 1,2, •,} in L norm converges to zero
whenever yn j 0, then L is order separable. The result in [15] men-
tioned above is a generalization of Nakano's theorem to the setting of
topological vector lattices. There are examples of integrally normed
Riesz spaces (i.e., a normed vector lattice Lp with norm p such that
p(un)->0 whenever un I 0) which are not order separable (c.f., [4, Ex. 1,
p. 161]).

If £ is a vector lattice, a subset W of E is said to be solid if JC E W
whenever y E W and |JC| ^ \y\. If E is a topological vector space with a
neighborhood base at zero consisting of solid sets, then E is said to be a
topological vector lattice. The notation (£, r) will refer to a topologi-
cal vector space with topology T.

This next theorem can be viewed as a completion to the result in
[15].

The reader should keep in mind that, since metrizable topological
vector lattices are Archimedean, the concepts of order cauchy and
strongly order cauchy are equivalent in this setting.

THEOREM 9.1. Let (£, r) be a metrizable topological vector lattice

with the property that un—>Q whenever un I 0. Then, E is order separa-

ble if and only if E is strongly order cauchy.
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Proof. It follows from Remark 8.1 and Corollary 8.5 that if E is
order separable then E is strongly order cauchy. We wish now to
show that if E is strongly order cauchy then E is order separable. To
this end, let {Wn : n = 1,2, •,} be a countable neighborhood base at
zero for r consisting of full, circled sets Wn such that Wn+X + Wn+X C Wn

for all n. Let {xα} be a net in E such that xa j 0. We wish to show that
there exists a sequence {jcα,} C {xa} such that xaι j 0. We note first that,
for each n = 1,2, , there exists an a such that for all β g a we have
xa - xβ E Wn. Suppose not, then there exists an n0 and a sequence xam

such that xam -xam+ι £ Wm. But thfcn xam - xam+i-ΛQ (since

xam -~Xam^-r>0). Since E is strongly order cauchy, this is a

contradiction. Let the sequence {xan}Q{xa} be chosen so that xan |
and, for all β ^ απ, xan - xβ E Wn. Suppose that infn{jcαπ}^ 0. Then
there exists a 0 < v ^xan for all n = 1,2, %. For each m = 1,2, ,
a n d e a c h β ^ a m , w e h a v e x a m - ( x β Λ V ) = ( x a m - χ β ) v ( x a m - v ) ^

(xam - xβ) + (xam — υ). Hence,

Since ϋ > 0 and xβ | 0, there exists a β' such that, for all β ^ β'

v - (xβ A v) ^ υ - (xβ> Λ ϋ) > 0.

But then there exists an n' such that for all β = βf we have that
v-xβΛΌf£W'n. Let j8,^β' be such that β i ^ α ^ . Then,
*«„ ~*β,£ VVΠ which contradicts the choice of a'n. Hence, we must
have that inf{jcαn : n = 1,2, •,} = 0. The theorem is proved.

REMARK. A topological vector lattice (E, r) is said to have prop-

erty (A, /) if, whenever un \ 0 in L, it follows that un -^0. It is said to

have property (Λ, ii) if for any net ua I 0 it follows that ua -*0. It is

said to have property (A, Hi) if, whenever 0 ^ un | ^ M, it follows that MΠ

is a τ-Cauchy sequence. In [1], C. D. Aliprantis has shown that a
metrizable topological vector lattice having properties (Λ, ί) and (A, i"ϊϊ)
must have property (A, ii). It is easy to see that a topological vector
lattic with property (A,//) is order separable. Thus another proof of
Theorem 9.1 can be obtained by noting that (AJ) and strongly order
cauchy imply (A,/) and (A, Hi) and then using the above comments.

It has been of interest to discover which combinations of topologi-
cal and order properties imply the diagonal property (c.f., [4, Prop. 3.3,
p. 164] and [15, Prop. 2.6, p. 164]).
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The result in [15] involved some completeness properties which
were relaxed in [4]. Unfortunately, the result in [4] required some
topological assumptions which were more stringent than those of the
result in [15]. In both cases, order separability was either implied by
the assumptions or actually assumed.

We will say that the topological vector lattice (E, r) is σ-monotone
bounded if every topologically bounded monotone increasing sequence
in E is order bounded.

Compare this next result with the above cited results in [4] and [15].

THEOREM 9.2. Let (E, τ) be a metrizable, σ-monotone bounded

topological vector lattice with the property that Jcn-^O whenever

xn i 0. Then, E has the diagonal property.

Proof. We will show first that the conditions of the theorem imply
that E has the σ-property (i.e., if {JCΠ } C E+ there exist a sequence {λn} of
positive real numbers and an JC E E such that, for each n, xn ^
λnjc). To this end, let {xn} be a sequence in E+. Let {Wn : n = 1,2, •• •,}
be a neighborhood base at zero for r consisting of solid sets such that

Wπ+i + Wn+ι C Wn for each n. Consider, for each /i, the sequences -r xn

where /c = 1,2, •••,. Since T - J C , - ^ 0 , there exists a k(\) such that

-j-777 X] E W\. Since W] is open and -r ^ - ^ O , there exists a k(2) such

that ΊΓTΓTΛSE W2 and s u p|r7TT *ι» ΓT^Γ *2f Ξ W,. By induction, for

each n, there exists a k(n) such that , ( xn E Wn and l ^ / g n - 1 then

Xi : j =i =

Let, for each n, zn be defined by

= '' =

Then, zn f . We wish to show that {zπ} is topologically bounded. To
this end, let m be a positive integer and consider Wm. Then,

zn= zm\ι ^sup ĵ TTΓ x{f: m + 1 ̂  i ^

for n ^ m + 1. Now,
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s u p I U ϊ ) X i ι l m +1 ~ι ~ n\G Wm+ί

for all n ̂  m + 1 and zm E #. Hence, there exists a ί ^ l such that
zm E W m + 1 . But then zn E ίW^ for all n. This establishes that {zn} is
topologically bounded. Since (f?, r ) is σ-monotone bounded, there
exists a y G £ such that zn ^ y for all n. Thus, for each n, JCΠ ^
fc(n)y. We have established that e has the σ- property.

Now suppose that xn 10. By hypothesis, this implies that

xn -4θ. Hence, there exists an n(l) such that JCΠ ( 1 )E WX. Since Wλ is

open and 2xn -*0 , there exists an n(2)> n(l) such that 2xn(2) E W2 and

sup{xn(1), 2JCΠ(2)} E l ^ , . By induction, there exists, for each integer /c, an
integer n(k)> n(k - 1) such that jcn(/c)E W* and, for each 1 ̂ / ̂ k - 1,

Letting, for each /c, zk = sup{/jcπ(/): 1 ̂  ί ̂  /c} we have that z* f and that
{zA} is topologically bounded. Hence, there exists a y E £ such that

y^zk^kxn(k) for each /c = l,2, •••,. Thus, jc f l ( k )^τ-y for /c =

1,2, ,. For n(k)^n<n(k + 1 ) - 1, let λπ =j . Then, λπ 1 0 and

jc π ^λ n y for n = 1,2, •••,. We have shown that J C Π - > 0 ( Γ M)

whenever jcn | 0. Since the hypothesis ((£, r ) is a metrizable topologi-
cal vector lattice) implies that E is Archimedean, this is enough to show
that relatively uniform convergence and order convergence for se-
quences are equivalent in E.

We have seen that E is Archimedean, has the σ-property, and has
the property that relatively uniform convergence and order con-
vergence for sequences are equivalent. By virtue of [11, Th. 16.3, p. 80
and Th. 70.2, p. 478], this implies that E has the diagonal property. The
theorem is proved.

10. Some structure space considerations. In [6] several
characterizations of the projection property in Archimedean Riesz
spaces were given. The approach primarily explored the interrelation-
ships between such things as the band structure or the prime ideal
structure of an Archimedean Riesz space and corresponding structures
of its Dedekind completion. These structures were compared by
means of the following natural method (first introduced in [10]) of
associating ideals in the Dedekind completion of an Archimedean Riesz
space with ideals in the Riesz space.
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If L is an Archimedean Riesz space and LΛ is its Dedekind
completion then to each ideal / in L is corresponded the ideal JΛ in LΛ

where ίΛ = {ίG LΛ: there exists y E I with |JC| S y}.
It should be clear that this correspondence, suitably modfied, will

make perfectly good sense in the setting of intermediate Riesz
spaces. It is the purpose of this section to study the relationship
between prime ideal structure in a Riesz space L and prime ideal
structure in a Riesz space E which is intermediate with respect to
L. The results we obtain in this section not only generalize some of the
results in [8] but they also tend to clarify the relationships between
several of the properties underlying the results in [8].

We begin our investigation with some definitions and a notational
agreement. For the theory of prime ideals the reader is referred to [6]
or [11].

An ideal P in the Riesz space L is prime if JC Λ y in P implies x is in
P or y is in P. Equivalently, P is a prime ideal in L if JC Λ y = 0 implies
either x is in P or y is in P.

A subset K of the positive cone of a Riesz space L is called a lower
sublattice if JC Λ y is in K whenever JC and y are in K.

A prime ideal P is called a minimal prime ideal if P does not
properly contain any other prime ideal.

It was shown in [6] that, if one partially orders by inclusion the
lower sublattices in a Riesz space which do not intersect a given ideal,
then every lower sublattice which does not intersect this ideal is
contained in a maximal lower sublattice which does not intersect the
ideal. Furthermore, it was shown that the ideal P contained in the
Riesz space L is a minimal prime ideal if and only if L+ - P is a maximal
lower sublattice not intersecting {0}.

If L and E are Riesz spaces with E intermediate with respect to L
and if / is an ideal in L then by I(E) we will denote the ideal in E
defined by I(E) = {e E E : there exists y E / with \e\ ^ y}.

DEFINITION 10.1. Let L and E be Riesz spaces with E inter-
mediate with respect to L. It will be said that L has the prime
extension property with respect to E if P(E) is prime in E whenever P
is a prime ideal in L.

THEOREM 10.2. Let L and E be Riesz spaces with E intermediate
with repsect to L. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) L has the prime extension property with respect to E.
(ii) If Pis a minimal prime ideal in L then P(E) is a minimal prime

ideal in E.
(iii) If Pis a minimal prime ideal in L then P(E) is a prime ideal in

E.
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(iv) Ifeue2GE+ are such that e] Λ e2 = 0, there exist yH y2 E L with
yi ^ eλ and y2 ^ e2 such that y, Λ y2 = 0.

Proo/. We begin by showing that (i) Φ (ϋ). Let P be a minimal
prime ideal in L. By virtue of condition (i) we have that P(E) is a
prime ideal in E. If M is a prime ideal in E such that M C P(E) then
M Π L is prime in L and M Π L C P = P ( £ ) Π L Since P is a
minimal prime ideal in L, it follows that M Π L = P. But, then
P(E) = (MΠ L)(E) C M. Hence, M = P(E) and P ( £ ) is seen to be a
minimal prime ideal in E. We have established that (i) Φ (ii).

That (ii) Φ (iii) is obvious. We show now that (iii) Φ
(iv). Suppose that condition (iv) is not satisfied. Let el9e2E.E be
such that eλ Λ e2 = 0 and such that y, Λ y2 > 0 whenever y,, y2 E L, y, ̂  ^,
and y 2 ^ e2. Let K CL+ be defined by

K = {z E L + : z = y, Λ y2 for some y,,y 2 E L with y, ̂  e, and y 2 ^ e2}.

By construction, 0£K. We claim that X is a lower sublattice. To
see this, let, for i = 1,2, zt = y, Λ X, where {JC,, y, :/ = 1,2}CL, y, ̂ e , and
Xi ^ e2. Then, z{/\z2 = (y, Λ y2) Λ {XX Λ JC2) where y, Λ y2 ̂  ^, and JC, Λ X2 ^
e2. Thus, z, Λ z2 E K and this establishes that K is a lower sublattice in
L. Now, let X ' be a lower sublattice of L which is maximal with
respect to containing K and not containing {0}. Let P = P+ - P+ where
P + = L + - K'. Then P is a minimal prime ideal in L. We note now
that if ex ^ y E L then y E X and, hence, y £ P. Indeed, if e, ̂  y E L
and e 2 ^ y 2 E L then y = y Λ ( y v y 2 ) . Similarly, if e2^x^L then
x ^ P. But, then eλ £ P(E) and ̂ 2 f£ P(E). Since e, Λ e2 = 0, this estab-
lishes that P(E) is not prime. We have established that (iii) Φ (iv).

All that remains to be shown is that (iv) φ (i). To this end, let P
be a prime ideal in E and consider P(E). Let eu e2 E E + be such that
ex Ae2 = 0. By virtue of condition (iv) there exist y,, y2 E L with y, ̂  e,
and y2 ̂  e2 such that y, Λ y2 = 0. Since P is prime in L, we must have
that y, E P or y2 E P. This implies that ex E P(E) or e2 E P(E) and this
implies that P(E) is prime.

The theorem is proved.
Compare conditions (i) and (iii) of this next lemma with conditions

(iii) and (iv) of Theorem 2.6 in [8].

LEMMA 10.3. Let L and E be Riesz spaces with E intermediate
with respect to L. Consider the following conditions:

(i) For any e E E+ there exists an x E L with x ^ e such that
{x}11 -in-E = {e}11 - in - E (where {JC}1 - in - E =
{y E E : |y| Λ |X| = 0} and {JC}11 - in - E = {{JC}1 - in - E}1 - in - E).
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(ii) For any eu e2E E+ with exAe2 = ΰ there exist y,,y 2E L with
y, Λ y2 = 0 such that y, ^ eλ and y2 ^ e2.

(iii) Given any x E L + and x E E with Jc Λ (X - Jc) = 0, if follows
that x E L.

Γften, (i) φ (ii) Φ (iii). Furthermore, if E has the P.P.P. (principal
projection property), then (iii) φ (i) and a// f/ze condition are equivalent.

Proof. Establishing that (i) φ (ii) is routine. Showing that if E
has the P.P.P. then (iii) Φ (i) is also not difficult and we omit the
proof. We are left with showing that (ii) φ (iii). To this end, let
x E L + and let Jc E E be such that Jc Λ (JC - Jc) = 0. From condition (ii) it
follows that there exist y,, y2 E L with y, ^ Jc and y2 S (x - Jc) such that
yjΛy2 = 0. Consider yiΛX. We have immediately that yiΛJc^
x Λ Jc = Jc. Since y, Λ y2 = 0 and y2 ^ (x - Jc), we have that y, Λ (X - Jc) =
0 and, therefore, that (y, AX) Λ(JC - Jc) = 0. Since yjΛX^x and
(JC — Jc) ̂  JC, we have the (y, ΛX) + (X - Jc) = (y, ΛJC) V(JC — Jc) ̂  JC =
Jc + (JC — Jc). Therefore, y, Λ X ^ Jc. Hence, x = y, Λ X E L. We have
established that (ii) φ (iii). The lemma is proved.

LEMMA 10.4. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space. Then the
following are equivalent:

(i) L has the P.P.P. and the property that PP(L) is Dedekind-σ-
complete.

(ii) Ifx GL+ andx EL' are such that Jc Λ(JC -JC) = 0, thenx E L.

Proof. We will show first that (i) φ (ii). Let x E L+ and suppose
that JC E L is such that JC Λ (X - x) = 0. By virtue of Theorem 8.6, we
have that there exists a sequence {un}CL+ such that un f Jc. Consider
now the sequence of principal projection bands {βH n}CPp(L). We
have that BUn f and BUnCBx for n = 1,2, •••,. Since P P (L) is
Dedekind-σ-complete, there exists v E L+ such that BM|, | β t . Since
wπ I JC, we have that PUn(x) ] P-X(x) = x (where these projections are
taken in L) (see [11, Cor. 31.2, p. 183]). Since L has the P.P.P.,
PUn(x)EL for n = 1,2, •,. Since BUn f Bv, we have PUn(x) ΐ P t ( x ) E
L (see [11, Cor. 31.2, p. 183]. Hence, x = Pv(x)EL. We have
established that (i) Φ (ii).

We will now show that (ii) Φ (i). To this end, let
u,xEL+. Since L' is Dedekind-or-complete, it follows that
supn {nu AX: n = 1,2, •} exists in L'. Let

Jc = sup{nw Λ JC: n = 1,2, •,},

where this supremum is taken in L'. It follows from [11, Th. 24.7 (i), p.
135] that Jc Λ (x - Jc) = 0. Hence, JC E L. Thus, by virtue of [11, Th.
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24.9(iii), p. 137], we have established that L has the P.P.P.. Now, let
{BUn}ζ=i be a sequence in PP(L) such that BUn f and there exists v E L +

such that BUnQBυ for all n. For each n, let t>Λ = PMπ(ι;). Then,
{vn}CL+, υn I and £>„ S i? for n = 1,2, •,. Since L' is Dedekind-σ-
complete, there exists a ϋ such that ωn f ΰ. By [11, Cor. 31.2, p. 182]
we have that PVn(v) = vn f Pϋ(v) (where these projections are taken in
L'). But υn I ϋ and thus Pυ-(u) = ϋ. Hence, ϋ /\(v - ϋ) = 0 which
implies (by (ii)) that v ELL. Applying [11, Cor. 31.2, p. 182] again, we
see that BUn=BVn]Bϋ in PP(L). We have shown that PP(L) is
Dedekind-σ-complete.

The assertion is proved.
The proof of this next result provides an alternate method of

proving one of the principle results in [8].

THEOREM 10.5. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space. Then L
has the prime extension property with respect to LΛ (L') if and only if L
has the projection property (L has the principal projection property and
the property that PP(L) is Dedekind-σ-complete).

Proof. The assertion that L has the prime extension property with
respect to LΛ if and only if L has the P.P. follows from Theorem 10.2,
Lemma 10.3 and [8, Lemma 2.3, p. 308]. The assertion that L has the
prime extension property with respect to LJ if and only if L has the
P.P.P. and the property that PP(L) is Dedekind-σ-complete follows
from Theorem 10.2, Lemma 10.3 and Lemma 10.4. The theorem is
proved.

THEOREM 10.6. Let L be an Archimedean Riesz space. Then, L
has the prime extension property with respect to Lu if and only if L has
the P.P.P. and the property that PP(L) is Dedekind-σ-complete.

Proof The sufficiency follows from Theorem 8.6 and Theorem
10.5 We are left with proving the necessity. So, assume that L has
the prime extension property with respect to Lu. Let 0 < x El(L) and
let x < u E L. Let a be any real number and consider va =
(au -x)+. Since x £l(L) and u E L, va is in u(L).

It is straightforward now to show that PVn(u) =
suρ{m;α Λ u: n = 1,2, •,} is in u{L) (the projection being taken in
LΛ). Since PVa(u) A(U - PVa(u)) = 0, it follows now, by virtue of
Theorem 10.2 and Lemma 10.3, that PUα(w) E L. It now follows in
exactly the same way as in the proof of Theorem 8.6 that x E
ru(L). We have shown that l(L)Cru(L)Cu(L). This is enough to
imply that Lu = Lru = L. But, then, L has the prime extension prop-
erty with respect to L. Thus, by Theorem 10.5, L has the P.P.P. and
the property that PP(L) is Dedekind-σ-complete. The theorem is
proved.
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We give now an example which shows that the conditions in
Lemma 10.3 need not be equivalent if the assumption that e has the
P.P.P. is dropped.

EXAMPLE 10.5. Let L be the Archimedean Riesz space of finitely
nonconstant real sequences. Let E = c be the Riesz space of con-
vergent real sequences. Clearly E is intermediate with respect to
L. Let e, = (1,0,1/3,0,1/5, •••) and let e2 =
(0,1/2,0,1/4,0,1/6, •••). Then eue2GE+ and έ?,Λέ>2 = 0. Suppose
that (y,) = y E L is such that y ^ e}. Then there must exist an integer
n(y) such that, for all integers m ^ n ( y ) , ym = yn(y)>0. Similarly, if
(JC/) = JC E L is such that x ^ e2 then there exists an n(x) such that, for
j ^ n(x), Xj = xnix) > 0. This is enough to show that if e} ^ y E L and
e2 = JC E L then x Λ y > 0. Thus, for this L and E, condition (ii) (and,
hence, condition (i)) of Lemma 10.3 is not satisfied. It is not difficult to
show, however, that condition (iii) of Lemma 10.3 is satisfied.

We do not know whether or not conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma
10.3 are equivalent.

REMARK 10.6. The equivalence of the first three conditions in
Theorem 10.2 is established in Lemma 3.2 of [10]. The fact that if L
has the prime extension property with respect to LΛ then L has the P.P.
(Theorem 10.5) is implied by Theorem 3.9 of [10]. The proof given
there is quite different either from that given here or from that in
[8]. Theorem 3.9 in [10] also implies that if E and L are Archimedean
and E has the P.P.P. then so does L.

REMARK 10.7. Suppose that in this section we had not demanded
that E be intermediate with respect to L but rather had only required
that L be a Riesz subspace of E such that, for every e E J5, there exists
a y E L such that \e | ^ y. It is then implied by Theorem 3.9 of [10] that
if the Archimedean Riesz space L has the prime extension property
with respect to such an E and if E has the P.P.P. then E is intermediate
with respect to L. The reader who is interested in a development of
the prime extension property in the setting of distributive lattices should
refer himself to [10].
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